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PIPE WELD__DEVICE

Field of the Invention

The present invention relates to a devioe for removing the

ctr_wardly protrud/ng portion or _ of a pipe weld so that the surface

5 of the weld is flush with the surfaces of the pipes being welded

together.

Back_ of the Invention

Among other advantages, removing the _ of a pipe weld so

that the weld is flush with the pipes being welded permits ultrasonic

i0 inspection of entire weld volume with the ultrasonic beam angle

precisely known and without the need to use full vee-path inspection

tec2miques. Tne chief application of such pipe weld _ removal is in

the surface pre4m3l_tion of welds for ultrasonic testing during in-

service inspection.

15 A number of different prior art devices have been developed for

cutting and grinding pipes and other cylindrical surfaces. Some

_les of such devices are those disclosed in the following patents:

U.S. Patent Nos. 2,693,066 (Berstecher); 3,432,971 (Conti); 2,455,762

(Hall) ; 2,696,065 (Hazlles); and 3,149,440 (Maguire). Briefly

20 considering these patents, the _ patent discloses a portable

grinder for a workpieoe having cylindrical surfaces such as those of a

roll used in paper making. The device encircles the workpiece and

includes a plurality of planetary grhxiir_ wheels which are carried by

ring members and which revolve aruund the workpiece as well as rotate



the individual axes. The grinding wheels are also movable

radially inwardly and uutwardly relative to the workpieoe by means of a

mechanism including a hydraulic piston and a swing link. A system of

pulleys and V-belts are used to drive the grirding wheels from a single

5 input drive shaft. The Conti patent discloses a wire grindinq machine

wherein a pair of grindir_ wheels are arranged _trically with

reslsec_ to the axis of rotation of, and rotate with, a drum which

supports the wheels. A drive assembly mc_nted in the drum provides for

rotation of the wheels about their rsspective axes. The Hall patent

i0 discloses a pipe grinder for grir_ling ends of pipe roughened by a

cutting torch. The grinder is affixed to the open end of a pipe and

includes a slidable frame that. slides relative to a fixed frame. The

Harmes patent discloses a pipe. cutter including an abrasive disc which

rotates about the pipe to be c_t. The Maguire patent discloses a

15 machine for cutting and grinding wherein the associated cutting and

grinding tools thereof undergo a planetary and axial movement.

Summary of the Invention

In aooo_ with the invention, a device is provided for

gr_ down or otherwise remuving the _ of a pipe weld between

20 joined pipes so that as state above, the surface of the weld is flush

with the joined pipes. The device of the invention is principally

applicable to, but not limited to, use in the s%lrface inspection of

welds for in-service inspection ultrasonic tests and because the device

provides for grinding down of the weld _ flush with the joined

25 pipes, it enables ultrasonic inspection of the entire weld volume.



In aoco_ with a preferred embodiment of the invention, a

device is provided for grirding down the _ of a pipe weld joining

first and second pipe sections so that, as stated above, the weld is

substantially flush with the pipe sections joined by the weld, the

5 device cumprising: a cage assembly oumprising first and second spaced

cage rLngs adapted to be mounted on rsspective weld-joined pipe sections

on opposite sides of the weld; a plurality of gri_ wheels, supported

by said cage assembly for grinding dawn the crown of the weld; a

plurality of support shafts, each extending longitud/nally along the

i0 joined pipe sections, parallel thereto, for mounting respective grirding

wheels; bearing means, disposed at each end of each of the support

shafts, for supporting the support shafts for rotation; means for

mc_nting the bearing means within the first and second cage rings so as

to provide radial movement of t/%e shafts, and thus of the grinding

15 wheels, _ and away frum the outer surfaoe of the joined pipe

sections; a first drive means for prDviding rotation of said cage

assembly around the pipe sections; and a second drive means for

providing rutation of said grirding wheels.

The first drive means preferably comprises a drive sprocket and

20 an endless drive member such as a timing belt or chain connected between

the drive sprocket and one of the cage rings such that rotation of the

drive sproc3_et produces rotation of the cage assembly.

_he support shafts preferably include sprockets at one end

thereof, and the seccrd drive means preferably cumprises a drive

25 sprocket and a belt drive means, oo_ be_ the sprockets of the
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support shafts and that drive sprocket, for converting the rotatory

motion of the drive sprocket into rotation of the grinding wheels. The

belt drive means advantageously comprises a first drive belt co_

between the drive sprocket and at least one sprocket of the sprockets of

5 the shafts for the grinding wheels, and a second drive belt cormec_ing

together all of the sp_ts of the shafts for the grinding wheels. As

explained below, this arrangement ensures that all of the grinding

wheels are rotated at the same time. Preferably, the drive sprocket for

the cage assembly and that for the support shaft are mounted on a common

i0 motor-driven shaft.

The bearing means for the shafts preferably comprise bearings

formed in slider members mounted within t/_e cage rings for radial

movement towards and away frcm the outer surfaoe of joined pipe

sections. The slider members are preferably mounted on radially

15 exterding openings in the cage rings and the bearing mounting means

further ccmprises spring means for biasing the slider members towards

the cuter surface of joined pipe sections. Advantageously, the spring

means comprises a cap screw received in a corresponding ope_ and a

coil spring disposed between the cap screw and the corresponding slider

20 member so as to provide the desired biassing foroe.

Preferably, at least one of said grinding wheels is axially

offset frcm at lea_c one other grinding wheel so as to ensure grinding

down of all the p_ surface of the weld.



The cage rings are preferably of two piece construction so as

to enable the rLngs to be separated and then to be fit and closed around

the joined pipe sections.

Preferably, a pair of tracks is m_nted on the joined pipe

5 sections on which the cage rings are mounted for rotation. These tracks

are also preferably of two piece construction so as to enable separation

thereof at at least the end to t_here/_ enable the tracks to be fit i

around the joined pipe sections.

Other features and advantages of the invention will be set

!0 forth in, or apparent from, the following detailed description of

preferred embodiments of the invention.

Brief Description of the Drawir_

Figure 1 is a schematic side elevational view of a preferred

embodiment of the pipe crown removal device of the invention; and

15 Figure 2 is a schematic end elevational view of the devioe of

Figure i.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

Referring to Figures 1 and 2, there is shc_n, in schematic

form, a grinding assembly constructed in aceo_ with a preferred

20 e_t of the invention. As explained above, the purpose of the

invention is to grind down or otherwise remove the crown of a pipe weld

so that the weld will be flush with the surfaces of the joined pipes,

and referring to Figure 2, a weld joiningaligned pipes Pl and P2 and

protruding outwardly so as to form a crown is indicated at W.
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The gr_ assambly of the invention, which is generally

i0, includes a cage assembly 12 comprising first and second

annular cages or rings 14 and 16 (see Figure 2) mm/nted on pipe sections

Pl and pipe section P2, respectively. As can best be seen in Figure i,

5 for cage 16, the cage 16 is split, i.e., formed from twp halves 16a and

16b, so that the cage can be fit or m(xlnted _ the pipe section P2

without requiring aooess tm an open pipe end. To effect joining of the

two halves 16a and 16b together once they are in place in

relation to pipe section 16b, a pair of screws 18a and 18b are employed.

i0 Screws 18a and 18b are received in respective inwardly directed openirgs

20a and 20b which extend g_ly orthogonally to the mating faces of

the cage halves 16a and 16b and which provide aocess to the heads of

screws 18a and iSb to enable tightening thereof.

Cage assembly 12 is mounted in a set of annular tracks disposed

15 on respective pipes Pl and P2, one of these tracks, denoted 22, being

in Figure i. Track 22 is also split into two halves or C-sectiorL_

22a and 22b to permit mounting th_f on the outside surface of pipe

P2. Track 22 provides an cuter bearing surface on which cage 16

rotates. Tne twp halves or C-sections 22a and 22b are, in accordance

20 with an exemplary embod//rer_, connected together at each of the mating

ends to form a ocmp!ete ring by a oormec_ing arrangement including a pin

(not shown) which is received in a hole (not shcwn) _ through

two ma_ tongues (not shown) on the two C-sections 22a and 22b, in a

manner similar to a door hinge. A rubber liner (not shown) can be

25 provided, as needed, on the inner or pipe side surface of the track 22
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so as to prevent slippage. The outer or pipe side surfaoe of track 22,

which acts as a bearing surface, or the track 22 itself, is preferably

fabricated of any suitable material that minimizes friction between the

track 22 and the cage 16.

5 Cage assembly 12 is used to mount a plurality of grinding

and/or cutting wheels 24, i.e., wheels adapted to grind c_ and/or cut

off the _ of weld W. Although six wheels 24 are indicated in Figure

2, it will be understood that the number of wheels is basically a

function of the size (diameter) of the pipe.

I0 As is best seen in Figure 2, wheels 24 are mounted on shafts 26

which extend longitudinally along, and parallel to, pipe sections Pl and

P2 and which are disposed in equiangular spaced relation around the cage

ass_ly 12 and thus _ the pipe. Shafts 26 are, in turn, supported

at each end thereof by bearing assemblies 28 supported by cages 14 and

15 16 of cage assembly 12 in such a way that the shafts 26, and thus wheels

24, can move radially in and out. More particularly, each bearing

assembly 28 includes a bearing 30 formed in a slider 32 that is slidable

within a radially inwardly extending blind hole or opening 34 in the

corresponding cage 14 or 16.

20 As is best seen in Figure I, each slider 32 is biassed radially

ir_y by a spring 36 and a cap screw 38. The sliders 32 move in and

out to maintain contact between the grinding wheels 24 and the work

surface, i.e., the surface of weld W, and for this reason, a positive

biassing force is needed. The spring 36 disposed between the

25 outer end of a slider 32 and the co_ cap screw 38 provides the
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necessary inward force. The length and spring constant of each spring

36 are c_ so as to __e cc_lete travel of the sliders with

sufficient inward force, c_2_x-ally, a travel of no more than 1/4 inch

is needed. If additional _ force is desired, a shim or _'_d/ns(not

5 shc_n) can be plaoed between the spring 36 and the slider 32 to provide

additional preloading.

Cage assembly 12 rotates on tracks 22 a_ joined pipe

sections Pl and P2 during operation of the apparatus of the invention.

This rotation results in even grinding of the crown of weld W. To

i0 effect this rotation, a sprocket, indicated at 40, is provided on cage

16 a_ the circumference thereof and a chain or timing belt 42

engages sprocket 40 as well as a small diameter sprocket 44 mounted on a

shaft 46 driven by a motor 47. It will be appreciated that rings 14 and

16 of cage assembly 12 are ganged together so as to rotate together,

15 e.g., by connections or links 12a between rings 14 and 16.

The individual grinding wheels 24 within cage assembly 12 also

rotate, and rotate at a higher rate than cage assembly 12. For this

purpose, as shown in Figure 2, the end of shaft 26 extends through the

cage member 16 and has a pair of small diameter sprockets 48 and 50

20 mounted in spaced relation thereon. A further timing belt or chain 52

extends _ sprockets 50 and _ a relatively large diameter

sprocket 54 m_x_nted on shaft 46 driven by motor 47. A third timing belt

or chain 56 extends arothnd and oonnects together sprockets 48 so that

when any of the shafts 26 is caused to rotate by belt 52 being in

25 er_gement with th_ corresponding sprocket 50 mounted on that shaft, the
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other shafts 26 will also be caused to rotate. It will be appreciated

that, as shown in Figure i, the timing belt 52 only wraps ar_ and

er_ges four of the sproc_ts 50 in this embodiment so that the other

two sprats 50, i.e., those at the lower right in Figure i, would not

5 rotate at this time if timing belt 56 were not provided.

The purpose of the rotation of cage assembly 12 is to ensure

that all of the surfaoe of the weld W is g_ by the individual

grinding wheels 24. This provides more even grinding than would be the

case where the cage assembly 12 was stationary and the wheels 24 turned

i0 at the set speeds thereof. Further, the mass of the cage assembly 12

prevents the grinding wheels 24 frum being held stationary and the cage

assembly 12 being rotated very rapidly to provide the grinding. Hence,

it is desirable that the cage assembly 12 rotate slowly while the wheels

rotate at a speed sufficient to provide the desired grinding. _hus, the

15 drive sprocket 44 for cage assembly 12 is smaller than the drive

sprockets 54 for the'grinding wheel shafts 26. qhe relative diameters

of the sprockets 44 and 54 hence govern the relative rotational speeds

of the cage _u_sembly 12 and grinding wheels 24, and the relative speeds

can be changed by using sprockets of diff_t diameters, or, more

20 generally, by varying the driving sprocket tooth ratios.

As shc_al in Figure 2, the grinding wheels 24 are staggered

axially to ensure grir_ of the entire width of the crown of weld W.

A mec/%anical stop or cut-off switch (not shown) can be included to

detect the position of the wheel shafts and prevent over-grirding.



!
Although the present invention has been described relative to

specific exemplary embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those

skilled in the art that variations and modifications can be effecTx_ in

these exemplary emlbod/mentswithout departing frum the scope and spirit

5 of the invention.
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Abstract of the Disclosure

A device is provided for grinding dc_n the _ of a pipe weld

joining aligned pipe sections so that the weld is substantially flush

with the pipe sections joined by the weld. The device includes a cage

assembly cumprising a pair of spaced cage rings adapted to be mounted

for rotation on the respective pipe sections on opposite sides of the

weld, a plurality of grinding wheels, supported by the cage assembly for

grinding down the _ of the weld, and a plurality of support shafts,

each extend/ng longi_ly along the joined pipe sections, parallel

thereto, for individually mounting respective grinding wheels. Each end

of the support shafts is mm/nted for rotation in a bearing assembly

huused within a radially directed upening in a oozTesponding one of the

cage rings so as to provide radial movement of the associated shaft, and

thus of the associated grinding wheel, tmwards and away from the weld.

A first drive sprocket provides rotation of the cage assembly aruund the

pipe sections while a second drive unit, driven by a ounm_n motor,

provides rutation of the grinding wheels.
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